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Abstract 

This study aims to describe the provisions of real property under the common property system applied 

in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. We will display the definition of the common property, reasons to 

engage in the common ownership and the rights and obligations of the partner in the common. 

 

Since the true Islamic religion urges to respect the right of the neighbor, the exposure in some detail 

of the provisions relating to the common wall, which is a common property of two buildings in close 

proximity. 

 Then the researcher discussed the legitimacy and legal ways to end the common property by dividing 

the common property, whether consensual or juridical or even by appointment. 

 Clarifying the legal impacts resulting from ending the common state on the property and the partners, 

the study concluded the researcher view in ending the state of the common by division is better than 

leaving the common without division.  

 

Introduction 

In many circumstances in real life situations that involve two or more persons to share a piece of land 

or real estate unit, whether consisting of a home, apartment in a building or a flat. 

 Given the multiplicity of partners in the ownership of these types of real estate, they desire 

lawmakers to clarify the meaning of money owned either privately or in common.  

 It also needs to ensure the rights and duties of owners, and set up legal provisions specifying the 

rights and duties, and most important of these rights is the right of owners to share their money on 

Commons. 

 If the partners agreed to share their shares in the joint or common construction, land law passed 

screening these quotas and proof of ownership of each partner's share under the title, if any of the partners 

do not agree he may resort to the judiciary for the implementation of the quotient. 

 

In order to prevent any disputes between partners in the common  property the Saudi legislator was 

keen to Organize common property provisions obtained from the Islamic Shariah, where he considered 

common ownership is doomed to divide legitimately, unless the partners agreed to stay on the Common 

property. 

 Here the Saudi legislative defined the common property provisions through focusing on clarifying 

the authority of the common owner on common share, the authority of the common owners on common 

money, where it will be subject to preference within the context of this research, in order to have an 

answer about the Study’s question: 

 Which is better for the common partner to stay in the common share or to pass? 

 

Definition of common property 

The Saudi system defined common ownership as two or more persons mixed in something in 

common & cannot assign one’s share in a particular part of it, being partners on common and joint 

ownership and mixed without identification of the legitimate share of each one of them. Common 

property means in this instance it is communal or common ownership in the sense that they are not 
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distinct or detachment and owned by all partners in common (Saudi ownership system). This definition 

corresponds largely with the definition contained in various laws where common ownership defined as 

two or more person’s rights in something that cannot precise or define the one person’s share (alsanhoury, 

2007, p. 74).   Therefore, common as considered from the legal cases arising from the multiplicity of 

owners of the in-kind right  

Reasons that initiate the common 

To enter into common stems from two main sources: 

Optional sources of the common 

It concerns the conduct of regular voluntary will attitude of all parties to engage in common, the 

Saudi legislator has identified statutory act funds  in the Saudi ownership system that result into 

Optional entry in the common  as the following: 

A- Sale: When two or more persons agree to buy, real estate property with their names combined on 

the ownership deed, considered commonly owned property, and each one of the owners called a 

common partner. 

B- Commandment: where it is a possible for heirs multiplicity in the ownership of the common real 

estate.  

C- Taking of possession or pre-emption: meaning that if there is a small land space of another owner 

beside a piece of land owned in common, seizing that small piece of land by pre-emption or tenure 

enters in the commonly owned land. 

Adhesion: in many cases there is a common wall separating two adjacent estates, then this wall 

belongs to common joint property, this wall is made either by agreement or forcibly on the party 

rejecting its establishment because the Saudi system requires establishment of a common wall to 

determine & reveal ownership, particularly in adjacent property (ISSA, 1431H). 

 

Given the interest of the Islamic Shariah in neighbor rights, legitimate provisions for common wall 

are clear and contain rights and obligations of owners to prevent disputes between them. These 

provisions include: 

- Partners may not open doors or Windows or build on the joint wall causing damage. 

- No partner may demolish the common wall without a legit contract because the wall covers 

neighbor property. 

- All partners shall bear the expenses of building and maintaining and repairing the wall each 

partner by his share because it is located on the border between two ownerships, if one partner 

fails to fulfill his share of expenditure the other neighbor may make him fulfill it under emergency 

judicial ruling to pay the legitimate consequent amount. 

Common partners must use the shared wall by purpose it was built for, if one partner abuses or damages 

to the wall as lifting it two much, or open Windows, then he may take the case to the urgent judiciary to 

stop the new work. 

 Article 234 allowed it; it is legitimate of such urgent action to prevent immediate harm (art. 234). 

 

Compulsive sources of the common: 

Are causes of order that impose the common forcibly on parties, from its examples are the 

succession company of heirs who has inherited the estate, where all enter in the common ownership, 

this remains in existence until doing the legitimate division. 

The apportionment of the commonly owned property: 

A. Article III of the Saudi system stated, "It is allowed for partners to divide their common joint property 

each can have their real estate unit or more but if they do not agree to divide then the claimer can 
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demand access to justice". Considering this article then we could find ways to divide joint property 

belonging to common, there are two ways to divide as cited in the article & they are the consensual 

and the juridical. Before going further on to clarify the types & because this paper deals with the legal 

effects of the apportionment of money, we must first determine the rights and powers of the common 

share owner on his common share, also the common owners rights in the common money. 

B.  

C. Owner rights and authority on his common share: 

 

- B.Usually the share owner in a real estate owned commonly has a virtual share meaning it is not 

yet sorted, and accordingly the partner entitled to this benefit of the assumed quota and  have the 

right to exploit in a manner that does not do damage to other partners. 

-  for example if the common was an agricultural land he may use some of it, and if the estate is a 

House the  partner is then allowed to live in a part of it, and share in its borders without harming 

others legitimately. 

 However, the Saudi legislature did not grant the common owner discretion to share the common 

absolutely but he put constraints by legitimate restrictions that he imposed on civilian contracts as 

identified by the following: 

The sales contract: the partner may not sell communal share unless by the consent of other partners 

whether the execution of sale was sooner or later, and this stems from opinions of the Islamic scholars 

that this sale is something unspecified and unknown. 

 In addition to that other partners has a priority resulting from the purchasing right of pre-emption in 

the acquisition of common share to be sold. 

Rent contract: the Saudi system did not allow common share tenancy unless the rent contract is for 

one of the other partners, renting it for non-partner is legally void because there is no possibility of 

extraditing the share communal for leasing detachment, which prevents the intent of utility. 

Endowment: the giveaway only done legitimately when the donee acquires the granted thing, donating the 

common share may not be legitimate because of the lack of legitimate possession. 

 

Powers of owners’ on the common: 

Partners on the common may agree legitimately & by law to exploit commonly money, common 

use in the sense that they are entitled to agree on the use and exploitation of common money without 

dividing the common property. 

if all common partners agreed on the cultivation of the common land, each partner has the right to 

capture his share of the crop price in line with his share of the common land. 

the Saudi law was alert to such cases of disagreement on how to benefit from a common estate, 

the solution came in line with the Islamic Sharia where the apportionment of money is temporarily 

and not definitive, we will be talking about them in detail when we attend the subject  of common 

forms of apportionment of money. 

 

It is clear from the foregoing that remaining in common imposes on the common partner restrictions and 

obligations, which may cause entering into litigation with other partners. 

 in this connection we cite for example the common joint property needs expenses and expenditures for 

maintenance, the whole Islamic scholars have agreed  that if common estate needed expenses and 

expenditures for the maintenance or restoration or renovation or reconstruction, all partners must share 

these fees and expenses each by his share in common property. 
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 The Saudi legislator indicated in article no. (5) from the layers of ownership system in 11/02/1423H 

promulgated by Decree No. m/5 whereby prosecution of common partner when he is abstention in the 

payment of money, either if one partner commonly absent or ward or minor or incompetent may not  

return on him for expenditures and expenses except with the permission of the competent court. To 

prevent the occurrence of legal disputes that may arise between the partners in the common, the Saudi 

system organized common property provisions in line with Islamic law and with the following 

provisions: 

1. Common ownership is a special ownership that ultimately ends in the detachment of property. 

2. Equal shares are in common ownership unless evidence proofs otherwise. 

3. Each partner may commonly claim division unless forced to stay in common under a text or an 

agreement. 

4. Common money management is due to all partners, and all bear expenses of maintenance and 

restoration of the common estate and its renewal each by his share. 

5. The partners of the common may act as they please, whether to act legally as in sale or lease or 

mortgage, or physically as in restoration and renovation and maintenance on condition of the consent of 

the majority of the partners. 

6. No partner has the right to the disposition of common money autonomously but with the consent of 

other partners (the Saudi system of common property). 

 

The expiry of the common: 
As the common property considered a special ownership and doomed to finish legally through the divide 

between partners or for any other reason that fulfilled by the expiry of the common. 

 The Saudi ownership system stated that the formal reason for common estate elapse is the legitimate 

division, the Saudi ownership system defined the legitimate property and funds Division as a set of 

sorting, quotas and secretion, where each partner sorted part commensurate with his share in the 

common.  

Given the previously mentioned limitations and commitments that limit the freedom of the owner on 

common Act the Saudi legislature gave each of the partners the right to seek legitimate right of quotient 

out of common considering it one of the legitimate rights. 

 so that no one shall be compelled to remain in common, and therefore each partner may request leave of 

the common under two types of Division: 

 

Consensual division 
Is a contract that will correspond the will of all partners to the common, and therefore it is subject to the 

provisions of the general theory of contract in terms of the consent , capacity, lack of will defects the 

unanimously agreement and the legitimate cause (Al-Mohammed, 2011).  

The Saudi system required in order to complete consensual quotient the agreement of all partners, 

especially if money is capable of immediate division, they are more like contracts because pacta sunt 

servanda and done with the satisfaction of everyone taken, where each partner takes his detachment share 

and registered in the registration  of real estate in accordance with the system registry, dated 

11/02/1423H. 

 

Juridical division: 
The consensual Division is the alternative optimization of judicial division because the judicial Division 

stands behind the causes and conflicts that may lead to the differentiation between brother and his brother 

or son and mother in the cases of inheritance. 
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 Judicial division done in the sharia court in the presence of the judge and the division is abiding, 

apportionment of binding. 

division is done by the presence of partners to court then the Court shall order the real estate expert to 

make the quotas and legally define in the event that common is capable of division in-kind. 

 If the common is not divisible then the judge shall order the selling at public auction in accordance with 

the arguments provisions of the system. Sales price division per share of each partner, in this case it is 

called the liquidation division. 

From here, we see that the judicial division may result in disputes and legal effects that did not exist 

before the divide, a partner could feel that judicial division has injustice because of this Division. 

 

Appointment division: 

the Saudi system Consider the apportionment division of money and property as a temporary division 

that does not lead to termination of the State of the common, but are only for regulating divided 

benefits for the purpose of the exploitation and use of common property in common. The Saudi 

system has divided the appointment division into two:  

 

A. Appointment Temporal division: 

Which rotate commonly use money between partners for a time that commensurate with each share in 

the common property, and to clarify the meaning of temporal division we assume that the common 

was an agricultural land  belonging to two partners, one had the third of the land area and the second 

had two thirds, the first partner has the right to cultivate the land for one year and the other has the 

right to cultivate it for two years. 

 

B. Appointment spatial division: 

Means that partners exploit a particular part of the common that is equivalent to each share 

and then profiting together at the same time each in his designated place or for Exchange, if the 

common was a two-storey dwelling then each partner may reside in a layer or exchanges annually 

as agreed. 

 

The legal effects of apportionment of the common: 

The apportionment of the common, particularly real estate, is not that easy in terms of sentencing 

Division whether it was consensual or judicial division, most laws stipulates that if a minor had a 

share in common property then the guardian by the Court authorization have the act by mutual 

consent division with the other partners , this division is only applied by the division judge 

certification (art. 118, civil).  

 The legal effect of such an article is that the quotient is not considered effective only with the 

permission of the judge and the ratification of the quotient, and here the judge allows the division or 

not, even if approved for the guardian to divide it is not sufficient for the Division must be certified 

by sharia judge that imposes his control on it, he has the authority of ratification or rejection without 

bound by clarifying the reasons, in this case the resort to the judicial division, unless the Magistrate 

Court of jurisdiction set represented in Claim a Division. 

 

From here, one can say that the impact of quotient is the sorting which aims to the sharing equality, 

therefore requires exposure to what the legislators imposed on the share owners to ensure the exposure or 

benefit which usually get to precede the process of Division. 
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First, the retroactive effect of the quotient: 

Most legislators consider the division participant a shareowner since he entered in the common and 

that he did not have anything else in the rest of the shares. 

This means that the participant is the owner of the share since he began his common collaborating, 

when the division applies his common ownership for the rest of the quotas ends & considered as an 

owner only for his share at any time the quota began its commonality. 

 If the partner in common continued in the case of common property and long held it & the Division 

took place then he is considered as the owner of His sorted share since the date of common property 

started. 

In addition, not from the date of the division and he is considered as not to own any other in the rest 

of the quotas. 

 for example if there is a six-donum (6,000 m2) and owned by three commonality partners with 

varying rations as follows: partner A owns three lots on the assumption that the share is one Donum of 

land, partner B owns two shares, and partner c owns one. 

entry in the common date was 01/11/1997, the Division was implemented Either consensual or 

judicial in 2006, each partner gets deed recording his total quotas & he is considered the owner of these 

shares since 01/11/1997 and not from the date of excretion. 

 

II: effect detector for division: 

detector Impact means that the partner does not arise a new right as a result of quotient where the  

right in common was a result of the quotient and came to him free from the actions of his partners as 

foreclosure and seizure which caused by another partner, including judicial division and consensual 

Division (sent, 2007). 

 

III: ensure exposure benefit: 

The exposure means The others claim in the share due to the division, accrual means is to rule for this 

claimer on what he claimed, the scholars and legislators got alert to what might result this right from 

injustice and by placing the following rules on: 

the partners Ensure each other of any exposure or entitlement due to earlier division cause and have 

each obligated by his share the compensation due to the claimer . 

Where the principle here should be in estimating its value at the time of dividing the thing, if one 

partner becomes insolvent, his share distributed on the claimed partner and the rest of the partners 

who are not in an insolvent situation 

There is no guarantee if there is an explicit agreement to the exemption in the particular situation arising 

there from, and if it cancels the warranty entitlement due to the same-shared claimer error. 

 

Researcher view: 

After this thorough explanation of common property and its division and the legal implications 

arising from the Division, whether dividing consensual or jurisdiction, staying at the common has its 

benefits and disadvantages, as well as the expiry of the common. 

but reality says that the division of the common and its legal effects were handled by laws in different 

country and everything needed to put things in perspective is to raise a lawsuit to the competent court to 

remove the injustice or damage caused by the Division which may infect a partner or more. 

However, the continuation of the common may result in disputes that are not only legal but could turn 

into social family disputes, if we assumed three partners have a common (plot) and one died. 
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then the heirs of the deceased become owners to share the common and in the case of multiple heirs it 

is difficult to unify their minds about staying in common or request for Division, not to mention that 

among the heirs will be  a minor or disqualified or absent. 

 Hence, the researcher finds that the division of the common is the best mean of resolving such 

disputes. 
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